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Bioactive glass nanoparticles (BGN) are promising materials for a number of biomedical applications. Many

parameters related to the synthesis of BGN using sol–gel methods can affect their characteristics. In this

study, the influence of timing of calcium nitrate (calcium precursor) addition during processing on BGN

characteristics was investigated. The results showed that the addition timing could affect the

morphology, dispersity and composition of BGN. With delayed addition of calcium nitrate, larger, more

regular and better dispersed BGN could be synthesized while the gap between nominal and actual

compositions of BGN was widened. However, the addition timing had no significant influence on

structural characteristics, as BGN with different addition-timing of calcium nitrate exhibited similar

infrared spectra and amorphous nature. The results also suggested that monodispersed BGN could be

synthesized by carefully controlling the addition of calcium nitrate. The synthesized monodispersed BGN

could release Si and Ca ions continuously for up to at least 14 days. They also showed in vitro bioactivity

and non-cytotoxicity towards rat bone marrow-derived mesenchymal stem cells (rBMSCs). In

conclusion, the timing of calcium precursor addition is an essential parameter to be considered when

producing BGN which should exhibit monodisperse characteristics for biomedical applications.
1. Introduction

Bioactive glasses (BG) are promising materials for hard tissue
regeneration (e.g., bone and teeth), as they are bioactive,
biocompatible, osteoconductive and osteoinductive.1,2 In addi-
tion, BG can be fabricated conveniently in diverse morphologies,
including three-dimensional scaffolds,3 bers,4 coatings,5 and
nanoparticles,6 for specic biomedical applications. Spherical
bioactive glass nanoparticles (BGN) have started to attract
increasing attention,7 due to their small size and large specic
surface area which consequently lead to their high bioactivity and
enhanced protein adsorption.7,8 Moreover, BGN are potential
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materials as suitable carriers for delivering therapeutic ions9 or
biomolecules.10 Additionally, BGN can be directly used as inject-
able materials for bone regeneration because of their unique ow
properties,11,12 and as inclusions in polymer biocomposites.13

BGN can be synthesized by different methods, including
ame spray synthesis6 and sol–gel methods.14 Sol–gel based
methods are the most widely adopted way to make BGN due to
the relatively low temperature processing and versatility.1,7

Aggregation is still one of the critical challenges for effective use
of BGN, as aggregation may compromise the properties of BGN
as building blocks for nanocomposites or injectable mate-
rials.1,7 A large number of investigations have been performed to
improve the dispersity of sol–gel derived BGN. A combination of
reverse micro-emulsion and sol–gel process could produce BGN
withmonodispersity.15 However, a high content of surfactants is
needed to form inverse micelles and the resulting BGN are
usually not homogeneous in size. Organic templates were also
used to assist the synthesis of BG particles, but the dispersity
and size homogeneity still need improvement.16–18 The Stöber
method is convenient to produce monodispersed spherical
silica-based nanoparticles in a range of 100–1000 nm.19–21 This
method is performed under highly basic conditions, thus the
formed nanoparticles could maintain dispersion due to the
charge repulsion between the particles.22,23 However, the intro-
duction of metallic ions in the course of BGN synthesis can
change the surface charge of silica nanoparticles and may cause
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111 | 95101
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particles to coalesce and to aggregate.23 Based on the fact that
the osteogenic property is mainly attributed to the release of
ions upon BG exposure to biological uids,24 the incorporation
of metallic ions into BGN is necessary to achieve desired func-
tionalities. In this context, the use of metallic ion precursors
during BGN synthesis should be carefully controlled to achieve
monodispersed BGN.

Calcium is a basic and important component of BG, as it
contributes to the bonding to bone through the formation of
hydroxyapatite (HA),25 and it enhances bone cell proliferation,
differentiation, as well as the mineralization of the extracellular
matrix, stimulating also the expression of growth factors.24,26

Recently, calcium alkoxide has been used as calcium precursor in
the sol–gel synthesis of bioactive hybrid materials,1,27 as calcium
ions (Ca2+) from this type of precursor could enter the silicate
network at lower temperature compared with the Ca2+ ions from
inorganic calcium salts.28 However, the relatively high cost and
complicated use of calcium alkoxide still need to be considered.
Calcium salts (usually calcium nitrate) are still the most widely
adopted precursors for calcium in sol–gel processes. In a typical
modied Stöber process for BGN synthesis, calcium nitrate is
added aer the formation of primary silica nanoparticles
(PSN)19,29 and Ca2+ ions enter the silicate network by diffusion
during a period of high temperature treatment.28 However, the
addition of salts may affect the stability of the PSN,30 which could
cause irregular shape,29 inhomogeneity in size31 and aggrega-
tion.32 It has been reported that the molar ratio of silica precur-
sors to calcium nitrate is crucial to make monodispersed BGN
and there is a threshold amount of calcium that can be incor-
porated into the BGN to achieve monodispersity.19 Moreover, the
type of calcium salts may affect the nal distribution of Ca2+ ions
in the nanostructure of BG.28

Larger particles usually have higher resistance to electrostatic
interactions caused by the addition of electrolytes including
calcium salts.23 Considering the continuous growth of particles
during the reaction in the Stöber process, we hypothesized that
the timing of the addition of calcium nitrate could affect the
characteristics of the resulting material. If other process param-
eters are controlled, adding calcium nitrate in the late stages of
the Stöber process may avoid the aggregation and irregularity of
particles. One of the aims in this study was thus to investigate the
inuence of timing of calcium nitrate addition on the charac-
teristics of the produced BGN. Calcium nitrate was added aer
formation of PSN at different times. The inuence of this
addition-timing difference on the morphology, composition and
structure of BGN was investigated and discussed. In addition, an
optimized facile and rapid routine for synthesizing mono-
dispersed BGN was developed based on the experimental results.
To evaluate the possible biomedical applications of synthesized
monodispersed BGN, their ion release behavior, bioactivity and
cytotoxicity were also investigated.

2. Experimental sections
2.1. Synthesis of BGN

BGN were synthesized by a modied Stöber method (see Fig. 1).
The nominal composition of BGN was 59.4SiO2–36.5CaO–
95102 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111
4.1P2O5 (in mol%). Briey, solution A was prepared by dissolving
2.25 mL of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, 98%, Sigma-Aldrich)
and 0.23 mL of triethyl phosphate (TEP, 99.8%, Sigma-Aldrich)
in 25 mL of ethanol (96% VWR). Solution B was prepared by
mixing 4.5 mL of ammonium hydroxide solution (28.0–30.0%,
Sigma-Aldrich), 8.12 mL of ethanol and 12.38 mL of deionized
water. Solution A was then poured onto solution B rapidly under
continuous stirring. Aer leaving the reaction to proceed for
a pre-determined time (0, 10, 30 and 60 minutes, respectively),
1.45 g of calcium nitrate (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added to the
mixture. Finally, the mixtures were allowed to react for a further
period of time (total time aer themixing of solution A and B was
2 h). For BGN-60, the reaction time was set as 2 hours and a half
to ensure that BGN-30 and BGN-60 would have the same time
available for the interactions between silica and calcium precur-
sors to occur. The resulting whitish suspensions were centrifuged
at 7830 rpm (Centrifuge 5430R, Eppendorf) for 5 min to obtain
deposits and they were further washed twice using deionized
water and once using ethanol. The collected deposits were dried
at 60 �C for 6 h before being calcined at 700 �C for 2 h. The
heating rate was 2 �C min�1 and the material was then cooled
down overnight in the furnace. The obtained BGN were labelled
correspondingly BGN-0, BGN-10, BGN-30 and BGN-60, respec-
tively. In the case of BGN-0, calcium nitrate was dissolved in
solution A before mixing.
2.2. Characterization of BGN

The synthesized BGN were ultrasonically dispersed in ethanol
before being dropped directly on a sample stub for SEM
observation. Aer drying, the BGN were observed by eld
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; Auriga, Carl
Zeiss) without being sputter-coated. SEM images were analyzed
using ImageJ (NIH, USA) for the determination of particle size.
The structure of BGN was also assessed by high resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) using a FEI Tecnai
G2F30 S-Twin microscope operated at 300 kV and equipped
with a HAADF Fischione detector. For the TEM observation,
particles were homogeneously dispersed in ethanol by ultra-
sound and then dropped on a carbon lm.

Zeta-potential measurements were conducted using a Zeta-
sizer nano ZS (Malvern Instruments, UK) to determine the
surface charge of BGN. For zeta-potential analysis, BGN were
suspended in deionized water at the concentration of 0.5 g L�1.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) spectra were
recorded in transmission mode using a Nicolet 6700 FTIR
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientic, USA) under ambient
conditions. The weight ratio of sample to KBr was set at 1 : 100.
The spectra were collected between 2400 and 400 cm�1 with the
resolution of 4 cm�1.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a D8
ADVANCE X-ray diffractometer (Bruker, USA) in a 2q range of
20–80� with Cu Ka radiation. All BGN were dispersed in ethanol
before being deposited on low-background silicon wafers
(Bruker AXS). A step size of 0.014� with a dwell time of 1 s per
step was used.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation showing the synthesis route for BGN with different addition-timing of calcium nitrate.
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To analyze the elemental composition of BGN, 50 mg of
sample for each type of BGN was digested for inductively
coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES,
SPECTRO CIROS-CCP spectrometer) measurements. The
digestion was conducted using microwave heating (the heating
program was: room temperature to 180 �C in 5 min and held for
5 min, then a second ramp up to 230 �C in 5min and held for 20
min, followed by cooling down at room temperature). 10 mL of
concentrated HF/HNO3/HCL mixture in 1/1/3 ratio was used as
digestion medium. The resulting samples were diluted to 100
mL with deionized water for the analysis.

One-pulse 29Si HPDEC (high power hetero-nuclear dipolar
decoupling) MAS NMR measurements were performed on an
Agilent DD2 500 MHz WB spectrometer at a resonance
frequency of 99.30 MHz. The 29Si spectra were recorded using
a 6 mm MAS NMR probe with a sample spinning rate of 5 kHz
and by applying a pulse length of 3.9 ms and a relaxation delay of
60 s for BGN-30 and calcium-free silica particles (without
addition of calcium nitrate). Approximately 1200 scans were
accumulated for BGN-30, while 4000 scans were accumulated
for the calcium-free silica sample.

2.3. Degradation behavior in DMEM

The assessment of the degradation rate of BGN-30 was per-
formed in low-glucose Dulbecco's Modied Eagle Medium (L-
DMEM; Sigma-Aldrich, Germany). BGN-30 were selected as
they were monodispersed and homogenous in size. In addition,
BGN-30 exhibited relatively high calcium content compared
with BGN-60. Briey, 75 mg of BGN-30 was immersed in 50 mL
of DMEM at 37 �C and 120 rpm. At each pre-determined time
point, 0.5 mL of supernatant liquid was extracted from the
medium and the same amount of fresh DMEMwas replenished.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
The extracts were then diluted to 10mL with deionized water for
ICP measurements. DMEM without BGN-30 was measured and
the obtained values were used as background.
2.4. In vitro mineralization

The apatite-forming ability of monodispersed BGN was evalu-
ated as described in previous reports.17,35 Briey, BGN-30
particles were immersed in simulated body uid (SBF) in an
incubator (KS 4000i control, IKA, Germany) at 37 �C and 120
rpm for up to 7 days. SBF was replaced twice per week to keep
the ion concentration stable. At every pre-determined time
point, BGN-30 were removed from the SBF and rinsed with
deionized water. The collected samples were then dried at 60 �C
for 24 h before being characterized by FE-SEM and FTIR. The
procedures of characterization were the same as described
above.
2.5. Cell viability assays

The experimental protocol was approved by the Animal Care
and Experiment Committee of Ninth People's Hospital affiliated
to School of Medicine, Shanghai Jiao Tong University. The
experiments were conducted following Shanghai Administra-
tion Rule of Laboratory Animals. Rat bone marrow-derived
mesenchymal stem cells (rBMSCs) were obtained from the
femora of 4 week-old Sprague-Dawley rats. In brief, the marrow
of femora midsha was ushed out and suspended in L-DMEM
(Hyclone, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS, Hyclone), 100 U mL�1 penicillin and 100 mg L�1 strep-
tomycin (Hyclone). Non-adherent cells were removed aer 3
days. When reached approximately 80% conuence, the cells
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111 | 95103
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were passaged and used for the following experiment from
second to third passages.

To evaluate the in vitro cytotoxicity of monodispersed BGN,
extracts from BGN-30 were prepared. Briey, the samples were
incubated for 24 h at 37 �C in L-DMEM at a ratio of 1 mg mL�1.
The mixture was then centrifuged and the supernatant was
collected. Serial dilutions (500, 250, and 125 mg mL�1) of
extracts were prepared using L-DMEM medium for further cell
culture experiments. The medium supplemented without
addition of material extracts was used as control. Samples were
sterilized by gamma radiation at 25 KGY before use.

Cell viability was evaluated by the 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-
yl)-2,5-diphenyl tetrazolium bromide (MTT) colorimetric assay.
Briey, rBMSCs were seeded in 96-well plates at 3.1 � 104 cells
per cm2. The obtained extracts were added respectively and
incubated for 24 h. The MTT assay was performed following the
manufacturer's instructions. Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-
Aldrich) was used to dissolve the formazan crystals, and the
optical density was measured at 570 nm using a microplate
reader (Multiskan™ FC, Thermo Fisher Scientic, USA).
2.6. Statistical analysis

All quantitative experiments were carried out at least in tripli-
cate, and data were shown as mean � standard deviation (S.D.).
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS soware (v 12.0;
IBM Corporation, NY, USA), and statistical comparisons were
analyzed using the t-test. Differences were considered statisti-
cally signicant when P < 0.05.
Fig. 2 SEM images of (a) BGN-0, (b) BGN-10, (c) BGN-30, and (d) BGN-

95104 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Inuence on morphology

Fig. 2 shows SEM images of BGN-0, BGN-10, BGN-30 and BGN-
60. As can be seen, the morphology of BGN varied signicantly
with the change of addition-timing of calcium nitrate. BGN-
0 exhibited the smallest size (<100 nm) among the BGN, but
they considerably aggregated. BGN-10 showed a dual-size
distribution, in which small particles (<100 nm) and large
particles (�400 nm) co-existed in the manner that small parti-
cles clustered around the larger ones. As a comparison, both
BGN-30 and BGN-60 were monodispersed and showed similar
spherical shape with homogenous size (�400 nm).

TEM images of the samples exhibited the typical morpho-
logical features of BGN (Fig. 3). BGN-0 were composed of
aggregated small particles (Fig. 3a), and voids between particles
could be observed in the TEM image. BGN-10 exhibited
morphology of smaller particles clustering on larger particles
(Fig. 3b), and voids between large and small particles could be
observed. BGN-30 and BGN-60 exhibited monodispersed and
spherical morphology (Fig. 3c and d), as observed in SEM
images. Additionally, no obvious nanopores could be observed
in all BGN, which is in agreement with results of previous
studies reporting that particles produced via the Stöber method
were non-porous aer calcination at high temperature.19,20,29

The above results clearly conrm that the morphology of BGN
can be affected by the addition-timing of calcium nitrate.
Furthermore, it was shown in this study that monodispersed
BGN with spherical shape could be synthesized aer adding
60 at low magnification and (inserted) high magnification.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 3 TEM images of (a) BGN-0, (b) BGN-10, (c) BGN-30, and (d)
BGN-60. Arrows indicate the voids between particles.
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calcium nitrate at certain time points (>30 min aer mixing
solution A and B).

The inuence of addition-timing of calcium nitrate on BGN
morphology could be explained by the stability mechanism of
silica particles in electrolytic solution.30 In a typical Stöber
process, PSN form within seconds or minutes aer the mix of
Fig. 4 Schematic illustration demonstrating the formation process of BG
and 60 after mixing solution A and B.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
TEOS and catalyst.23 The PSN then continue growing by Ostwald
ripening and form spherical secondary particles.1 These
charged secondary particles can remain stable in particulate
morphology without being bonded because they mutually repel
each other in highly basic conditions.23 However, the existence
of Ca2+ ions may lead to the aggregation of silica particles due to
electrostatic interactions between the hydrated silica surface
and hydrated counterions.30 To better understand the inuence
of addition timing, the formation process of BGN is schemati-
cally illustrated in Fig. 4. In the case of BGN-0, a large number of
Ca2+ ions was present before the formation of primary particles.
The Ca2+ ions could then be adsorbed on the surface of PSN as
soon as the particle formation took place, which caused the
instability and aggregation of the particles due to electrostatic
interactions.30 Consequently, BGN-0 exhibited a gel-like struc-
ture composed of bonded small particles (Fig. 3a). In the case of
BGN-10, part of the particles has been able to grow to a relative
large extent to withstand the effect induced by Ca2+ ions.
However, some smaller particles could still be inuenced by
Ca2+ ions and they are then adsorbed by the larger particles.
This can probably explain the co-existence of large and small
particles in BGN-10 sample. Notably, almost all particles might
grow to a relatively large size aer reaction for 30 min, sug-
gesting that electrostatic forces were insufficient to withstand
the mechanical strain caused by Brownian motion.23 As a result,
BGN-30 and BGN-60 exhibited monodispersed and spherical
morphology (Fig. 2c and d) with homogenous distribution of
particle size. In addition, the zeta-potential of BGN-0, BGN-10,
BGN-30 and BGN-60 were ��21, ��21, ��25, and ��23 mV,
N with different addition-timing of calcium nitrate at minute 0, 10, 30,

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111 | 95105
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Table 1 Comparison of the actual compositions of different BGN
determined by ICP-AES. The nominal composition of BGN is
59.4SiO2–36.5CaO–4.1P2O5 by mol% (N.D.: not detectable)

Glass type SiO2 (mol%) CaO (mol%) P2O5 (mol%)

BGN-0 67.1 � 1.2 32.9 � 0.3 N.D.
BGN-10 80.9 � 2.7 19.1 � 1.6 N.D.
BGN-30 91.1 � 0.5 8.9 � 1.4 N.D.
BGN-60 97.2 � 0.6 2.8 � 0.3 N.D.
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respectively, indicating that all BGN suspensions should be
stable enough for preparing nanocomposites or coatings and
conrming the negatively surface charge of BGN.

3.2. Inuence on composition

Table 1 summarizes the nominal and actual compositions of
synthesized BGN. It is notable that phosphorous (P) was not
detected by ICP-AES measurements, suggesting that only
limited amount of P was incorporated in BGN (below the
detection limit of ICP measurements). Because P is considered
to facilitate apatite formation on BGN aer exposure to body
uid, a nominal composition containing P was designed for
BGN in this study. Although previous studies have revealed that
P-containing BGN could be prepared using sol–gel methods,
this type of glasses has been rarely reported using the Stöber
method. The results indicate that P was rarely or not
incorporated into BGN using the modied Stöber method,
and the inuence of the addition timing of calcium nitrate on
the incorporation of P into BGN was not signicant. This
result is consistent with results of previous studies,15,20,28,29

which could be explained by the different hydrolysis rates
between TEOS and TEP as well as the favorable water-
solubility of TEP. As discussed above, TEOS can be hydrolyzed
and condensed within seconds or minutes under strong basic
conditions, while the hydrolysis rate of TEP is relatively slow in
a basic environment. This unbalanced hydrolysis rate could
thus cause the formation of silica particles before hydrolysis of
TEP, so that limited or no P species could enter the silicate
network. Additionally, the remaining TEP could be removed in
the course of the following washing process due to its high
water-solubility, which excluded the possibility of incorporating
P by diffusion during the subsequent heat treatment. In order to
synthesize P-containing BGN using the Stöber method, further
studies focused on optimizing the hydrolysis of Si and P
precursors are still needed.

Moreover, it should be noted that there was a lower
concentration of incorporated calcium in BGN compared with
the nominal composition. It is known that a gap exists between
the nominal and actual compositions of sol–gel derived
BGN.19,20 The centrifugation and washing processes before
drying are usually considered to be plausible reasons leading to
the composition gap,19 because un-reacted precursors can be
found in the removed solutions. The removal of these excess un-
reacted precursors is necessary, since excess TEOS and ammo-
nium may cause further undesired reactions during the drying
process and excess calcium nitrates in sols may form calcium
95106 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111
hydroxide instead of being incorporated into the silica parti-
cles.33 However, the centrifugation and washing processes were
not the main factors affecting composition difference in this
study.

As can be seen in Table 1, different BGN had signicantly
different compositions, but they had undergone the same
centrifugation and washing processes. The addition-timing of
calcium nitrate was thus the main factor affecting the compo-
sition of BGN. The incorporated amount of calcium in BGN
decreased with the delay of calcium addition. The composition
of BGN-0 was the most similar to the nominal composition.
Only �2.8 and �8.9 mol% of CaO were incorporated in BGN-60
and BGN-30, while �19.1 and 36.5 mol% of CaO could be
incorporated in BGN-10 and BGN-0, respectively. This differ-
ence could be claried by observing the formation process of
BGN (Fig. 4). Ca2+ ions could be adsorbed on the surface of silica
particles due to the electrostatic interactions between positively
charged Ca2+ ions and negatively charged Si–OH groups. They
could also form hydrated calcium silicate with [SiO4]

4� groups
and (or) calcium hydroxide with OH– groups.30,34 Hence, it is
understandable that the particles with more [SiO4]

4� and OH–

groups could adsorb more Ca2+ ions. As mentioned above, PSN
form quickly and grow subsequently by Ostwald ripening under
strong basic conditions. While the particles grow, the number
of particles decreases over the whole process of synthesis.
Obviously, the system BGN-0 had the largest number of parti-
cles with the smallest size. As a result, larger amounts of
[SiO4]

4� and OH– groups were available in BGN-0 compared
with the other synthesis systems. The particles in BGN-0 system
could then adsorb the largest number of Ca2+ ions among all
systems. Moreover, the particles in BGN-0 system had lost
stability and aggregated at an early stage of reaction, in which
Ca2+ ions could be “locked” inside the structure being relatively
difficult to lose them in the following washing step. The above
two explanations could therefore account for the highest
concentration of calcium in BGN-0. Actually, the situation of
BGN-0 was similar to acid-catalyzed sol–gel BG (the addition of
calcium nitrate before mixing also reduced the pH value in the
medium), in which the PSN are aggregated to form a gel
structure.28 Therefore, the composition of acid-catalyzed BG is
usually close to the designed composition, considering the
absence of a washing process.35 In the case of monodispersed
BGN-30 and BGN-60, secondary silica particles had grown to
a relatively large size when the addition of the calcium
precursor took place, which means that fewer sites and pores
were available for adsorption of Ca2+ ions. Consequently, the
particles in BGN-30 and BGN-60 could only incorporate
a limited calcium content. The relatively low amount of calcium
in BGN-60 in comparison to BGN-30 is understandable,
considering the larger particle size of BGN-60 during the addi-
tion of calcium nitrate. It should be noted that the reaction time
between silica and calcium precursors was different for
different BGN, which may also lead to the different amount of
calcium incorporated. However, the inuence of reaction time
in this study could be limited, as the interaction time between
silica and calcium precursors in BGN-30 and BGN-60 was the
same while the composition gap was still signicant. Therefore,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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the BGN composition is expected to be mainly inuenced by the
addition-timing of calcium nitrate.

In summary, the addition timing of Ca precursor could affect
the actual composition of BGN, which was determined by the
mechanism of particle formation in the Stöber process. With
delayed addition of calcium nitrate, the gap between nominal
and actual compositions of BGN could be widened. Further-
more, calcium precursor concentrations are likely over satu-
rated for the synthesis of BGN-30 and BGN-60, which means
that it is possible to make monodispersed BGN with similar
composition to BGN-30 by using a lower amount of calcium
precursor. Additionally, the centrifugation and washing
processes may also affect the composition of BGN by removing
un-reacted precursors, but this inuence was not signicant. It
has been reported that more calcium could be incorporated by
the careful control of pH,36,37 the use of aerosol techniques38 or
the combination of polymer templates.39 However, the compo-
sitional results in the above reports were obtained only by
energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. Moreover, complex
synthesis processes or equipment is needed in the suggested
preparation protocols. Therefore, the optimization of the Stöber
method for producing monodispersed BGN with high incor-
porated amount of Ca is needed in further studies. Neverthe-
less, the actual composition of BGN could be controlled by
carefully tuning relevant processing parameters (e.g. addition
timing of precursors and washing process) in the Stöber
method.
3.3. Inuence on structure

Fig. 5a shows the FTIR spectra of BGN-0, BGN-10, BGN-30 and
BGN-60. A broad band starting at 460 cm�1 can be assigned to
the Si–O–Si rocking mode, while a band located at 812 cm�1 can
be assigned to the Si–O–Si symmetric stretching mode.35 All the
above bands are characteristic bands of silicate glasses. Addi-
tionally, a strong band located at around 1630 cm�1 can be
attributed to the vibration of hydroxyl groups, which indicates
that a large content of water was available on the sample
surface.40 Notably, two bands at 1412 and 1498 cm�1, which can
respectively be assigned to the stretching vibration of C–O bond
and O–H bending vibration bond,41 are only observed in the
FTIR spectra of BGN-0 and BGN-10. This result could be
Fig. 5 Structural characteristics of BGN-0, BGN-10, BGN-30 and BGN-

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
explained by the higher content of Ca2+ ions and larger surface
area of BGN-0 and BGN-10 leading to the formation of calcium
carbonate.28 Furthermore, a band at 1874 cm�1, which is
attributed to the Si–O–Si stretching vibration in highly
condensed silicate materials, can only be seen in the spectra of
BGN-30 and BGN-60. This phenomenon indicates that higher
levels of poly-condensation in BGN-30 and BGN-60 were avail-
able compared with BGN-0 and BGN-10.42

The XRD patterns of BGN (Fig. 5b) showed a broad band in
the range of 2q¼�20–35�, which is a typical characteristic peak
for amorphous silicate materials43 and its existence conrms
the amorphous nature of all synthesized BGN. Notably, the
broad band of BGN-0 exhibited slight shi compared with other
BGN. This could be attributed to amorphous calcium silicate
species.44 All different types of BGN exhibited similar FTIR
spectra and XRD patterns, indicating that the timing of addition
of calcium precursor exerted negligible inuence on the
intrinsic structure of the BGN.
3.4. Properties of monodispersed BGN

On the basis of the above discussion, it can be concluded that
the timing of addition of calcium nitrate affects the
morphology, dispersity and composition of BGN. Moreover,
monodispersed spherical BGN could be synthesized by carefully
controlling the addition-timing of calcium nitrate. In this study,
monodispersed BGN could be created by adding calcium nitrate
30 min later aer mixing solution A and B. This monodispersity
should be benecial for the effective applications of BGN in
nanocomposites, bioactive coatings or injectable materials. To
evaluate the potential of monodispersed BGN in biomedical
applications, the bioactivity, ion release behavior, and cytotox-
icity of BGN were assessed. BGN-30 was selected to evaluate the
properties of monodispersed BGN, as it contains more calcium
than BGN-60.

3.4.1. In vitro bioactivity. Fig. 6a shows the FTIR spectra of
BGN-30 upon immersion in SBF for 3 and 7 days. It can be seen
that two new bands at 564 and 604 cm�1 appeared aer 3 days
of immersion in SBF. These two bands can be assigned to P–O
bonds in crystallized apatite and usually indicate the formation
of HA in BG.35 Additionally, two new bands at 1417 and 1458
cm�1, being assigned to the stretching vibration of C–O
60, respectively. (a) FTIR spectra; (b) XRD patterns.

RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111 | 95107
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Fig. 6 Bioactivity evaluation of monodispersed BGN-30. (a) FTIR spectra of BGN-30 after immersion in SBF for up to 7 days; (b) SME images
showing HCA crystals on BGN-30 after 3 days of immersion in SBF and higher magnification SEM image (insert).
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bonds,45 can be seen in the spectra. This result suggests that
carbonated hydroxyapatite (HCA) rather than stoichiometric HA
formed on BGN-30 aer immersion in SBF for 3 days. The
intensity of these characteristic bands increased aer 7 days of
immersion, which indicates that more crystallized HA has
formed. Fig. 6b shows the SEM image of BGN-30 aer 3 days of
immersion in SBF. It can be seen that needle-like crystals, which
have the typical morphology of HCA formation on nanoscale
BG,46 clustered on the BGN-30. These results therefore indicate
that monodispersed BGN-30 are bioactive and HCA could form
on BGN-30 in a short-period (3 days) of immersion in SBF.
However, it should be pointed out that calcium content of BGN-
30 (�8.9%) was lower than the limit of calcium content
considered to impart bioactivity (�10%) in sol–gel derived BG.47

This apparent paradox could be explained in term of the high
local calcium content (maybe >10%) near the surface of BGN-30.
Bioactivity assessment in previous studies has shown similar
HA formation on low calcium content doped silica
nanoparticles.48,49

3.4.2. Degradation behavior in DMEM. DMEM is usually
used as a mimetic cell culture environment to assess the
degradability of materials, since dissolution products in DMEM
could be utilized directly to evaluate the biocompatibility and
osteogenic activity of materials.50 However, DMEM intrinsically
contains abundant levels of potassium, calcium, and amino
acids, leading to possible interaction with the tested material
Fig. 7 Ion release behavior of BGN-30 in DMEM solution. (a) Ca and (b)

95108 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 95101–95111
over time.51 In this study, the assessment medium (DMEM-
Water mixture) contained Ca2+ ions at a concentration of �6.5
mg mL�1. It is notable that Ca2+ ions were released from BGN-
30 during the rst 1 hour immersion while the calcium
concentration in the medium decreased in the following 3 days
of immersion (Fig. 7a). This phenomenon could be due to the
interaction between BGN and DMEM causing an amorphous
Ca–P layer formation on the surface of the particles,51 which
consumed the Ca2+ ions in the medium. With the increase of
immersion time, the formation of a Ca–P layer is likely to slow
down and the release of Ca2+ ions from BGN-30 will be higher
than the consumption of Ca2+ ions from the medium. This
effect could account for the increase of Ca2+ ions aer immer-
sion in DMEM for 3 days. In addition, more Ca2+ ions were
released from BGN-30 in the following immersion period. This
stable release of Ca2+ ions for up to 14 days in DMEM indicates
that calcium should be incorporated into the silicate structure
of BGN instead of being only adsorbed on the surface of the
particles. The physically adsorbed Ca2+ ions would only exhibit
a burst release in a short time, however, this stable release of
Ca2+ ions for up to 14 days could result from the degradation of
glasses. BGN-30 also showed a stable Si release for up to 14 days
in DMEM, which suggests that BGN-30 was degradable in
DMEM.

The continuous ion-release feature is signicant considering
the expected positive biological response triggered by BGN.24
Si ions released from the BGN-30 for up to 14 days.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 8 29Si HPDEC MAS NMR spectra of BGN-30 and Ca-free silica
nanoparticles. The relative intensities of Q3 and Q4 were calculated by
spectral deconvolution.

Fig. 9 MTT results of BGN-30 extracts at different concentration
towards rBMSCs after culture for 24 h. *P < 0.05, cells cultured in L-
DMEM were set as the control group.
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One approach to ensure continuous ion-release is to incorpo-
rate metallic elements into the silicate network. The SiO4

tetrahedron is the basic building unit of the silicate glasses and
the tetrahedron can bond to each other through Si–O–Si bonds.
One pulse 29Si MAS NMR measurement with high powder
decoupling techniques is a most useful method to study the
changes that occur in the local structure of silicate glasses
during the incorporation of calcium into the silicate network, it
is known that the introduction of calcium could break Si–O–Si
bonds and causes the reduction of Q4 species as well as the
increase of Q3 or Q2 species.22,23 Fig. 8 shows the 29Si MAS NMR
spectra of BGN-30 and calcium-free silica particles, respectively.
29Si NMR spectra of both samples exhibited a broad peak due to
the line broadening effect in solid-state NMR spectroscopy
caused by the amorphous nature of silicate glasses. This broad
peak is a combination of two peaks at ca. �111 ppm and �106
ppm corresponding to the Q4 and Q3 species, respectively.49

Thus the 29Si MAS NMR spectra of both samples were simulated
by two components for the quantitative evaluation of Q4 and Q3

species (see S-Fig. 1a and b†). The results show that BGN-30
amounted to �15% of Q3 species while calcium-free sample
contained �10% of Q3 species, respectively (Fig. 8). The higher
Q3 amount in BGN-30 is likely due to the breaking up of Si–O–Si
bonds caused by the incorporation of calcium into the silicate
network. Thus, combined with the fact that BGN-30 could
release Ca2+ ions stably in DMEM for up to 14 days, it could be
concluded that a certain amount of calcium indeed entered the
silicate network in BGN-30.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
3.4.3. In vitro cytotoxicity. Fig. 9 shows the MTT results of
BGN-30 extracts aer culture with rBMSCs for 24 h. Compared
with the control, the extracts at all concentrations were non-
cytotoxic. No signicant difference could be observed among
the different concentrations, but a trend showing that BGN
extracts enhance rBMSCs growth could be noted. This positive
response may be attributed to the presence of released silicon
and calcium in the medium.24

Based on the above results, it could be concluded that the
monodispersed BGN-30 are bioactive and non-cytotoxic. In
addition, they can release silicon and calcium ions in a stable
and continuous manner. These features make BGN-30 prom-
ising materials for bone regeneration applications.
4. Conclusions

In this study, the inuence of timing of calcium nitrate addition
during BGN preparation on the resulting BGN properties was
investigated. The results showed that the addition timing can
affect the obtained BGN from the aspects of morphology, dis-
persity and composition. With delayed addition of calcium
nitrate, more regular, homogenous and better dispersed BGN
could be obtained. In addition, the gap between the nominal
and the actual compositions widened with the delay of calcium
nitrate addition. A facile and rapid synthetic routine for
spherical monodispersed BGN was developed. This kind of BGN
could be synthesized by adding calcium nitrate more than 30
min aer mixing solutions A and B under the experimental
condition of this study. Furthermore, BGN-30 showed bioac-
tivity and continuous ion-release capability in DMEM, as well as
no cytotoxic effects on rBMSCs. Therefore, the obtained mon-
odispersed BGN are promising materials for biomedical appli-
cations, particularly for bone regeneration.
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